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Summary of the reviews in Lyon
At the World Teams Championships, contested in Lyon, France in August 2017, three cases were
submitted for review.
The Reviewer was PO Sundelin, assisted by Herman De wael.
All three Reviews were treated by the two persons together.
The reviews were written up by the assistant (Herman De wael), but the write-ups are for internal
use only.

The cases:
In the first case, the non-offenders wanted to change an opening lead that they had made after
being misinformed. The Director had asked seven players, who all would have chosen the correct
lead, both with the correct information and the wrong one. The players asked for a review based on
the Director possibly not having mentioned to the experts that a big swing had been needed in order
to qualify at this late stage. The reviewer recognized that the polling system may have its flaws, but
the Director should and does present the case with the fullest of information. If the experts don't
recognize themselves that an element is important, he cannot be blamed for not mentioning it.
In the second case, the Director had asked a total of ten experts, who together had confirmed that a
logical alternative did exist. The first six experts had confirmed that the unauthorized hesitation (a
non-disputed break in tempo) suggested the action chosen at the table, after which the Director had
no longer asked that particular question. The Reviewer decided that the Director had acted
impeccably.
The third case centred on facts not agreed upon. According to the declarer, a defender had played a
card (the wrong one) while according to the player himself, he had claimed the last three tricks and
showing the card was part of that claim. In cases like this, the Director needs to decide which of the
alternative facts is the correct one. There is nothing the Reviewer can do since the procedure is
being followed.
In all three cases, the deposits were returned, even if the cases had little merit.
Herman De Wael
Assistant Reviewer
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